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there at Megiddo, they decided that the fourth city from the top ws from abt

1000 B. C., from about the time of Solomon. That decision is agreed with by

those who have done excavation more recently. It was a sound decision on the

basis of the material vailable.

ow in that fourth city from the top in one of the trenches they found a

column, a s 'jare column standing fairly high and. scuare, about a foot end a h1f

on a side souare. And these excavators were men who followed the higher critical

viewpoint of Israelite history and though that monotheism had come in the 7th

century B. C. or in the late Ath or early 7th through Amos and other prophets

who had hit upon this wonderful &dea and that at the time of Solomon the

peoele had been polytheistic and they thought that this column here was some soH

of a symbol of an ancient polytheistic type worship. What was customary until

about twelve years ago. Whenever you found a more or less isolated column or

a series of colrsu.ns they think it repr-sented some ancient form of worship.

W1. -
womp proved by Profor of Andre of the University of Berlin a)out fifteen years

ago that he told that in "any cases these rows of columns which archeolo existed

twenty years ago showed as old as they called them were actually

the lower story of houses which eld up the ppper story. That is thecase of a great

many of these such columns. But in this case the excavators in mx 1906

rather naturally thought that this column which stood there alone might be a

symbol of some sort of ancient worship. But one thingxwkxx about the column

was difficult to interpret. That is, that on the column about three feet from the

around there was a lone hole which runs across obliuely from one side of the

column to the other. This long hole they felt was something. which must be related

to the purpose of it for worship, but just what it co'ld be tkx was hard to

explain. This co"ld hardly be an ancient altar. It w as too high for that. If

it '.as an altar you often found a hole to carry out the blood. 3ut this hole

wo"1dn't fill that turpose. It didn't come to the top of the column and it was

obviously very long. The purpose of the hole in the religious column would remain
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